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ABSTRACT 
 
Detroit, Michigan, like other post-industrial cities, has the potential to convert vacant land into 
green infrastructure to support a shrinking population with strained infrastructure by reducing 
the overall amount of storm water entering sewer infrastructure.  Alternative green 
infrastructure policies were developed that attempt to support what Joan Nassauer defines as 
“cues to care” to achieve normative goals that seek to perform,  in addition to storm water 
management benefits, social and ecological benefits.  Each of these normative policies resulted 
in a unique spatial pattern of green infrastructure development within the Cody Rouge 
neighborhood of Detroit.  This study analyzes changes in storm water runoff capture capability 
of the resulting green infrastructure networks created by these alternative green infrastructure 
policies for the Cody Rouge neighborhood.  Modest variations were found when comparing 
storm water runoff capture of the different policies.  This study suggests that normative goals 
that seek to support ecological and social issues are able to be implemented within green 
infrastructure planning and design and that this integrated design may be necessary for 







































































































































Fig. 2. Bioretention Green Infrastructure System, From Nassauer et al. 2015
























































































































Fig. 4. Orangelawn Study Area
































Fig. 6. Orangelawn Vacant Parcels
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 8, Parcels Selected in Each Scenario and the Catchments That Occur Within Them
Scenario 1, “River Rouge Priority” Scenario 2, “Community Network”
Scenario 3, “Equal Distribution” Scenario 4, “Random Distribution”







































Fig 9. Hydrologic Model Flow Chart Derived From Austin et al. (2013)
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Fig. 10, Delineated Catchments of Study Area
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Fig. 11, Generalized 2012 Land Cover of the Orangelawn Study Area
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Fig. 13, Storm Water Sensitivity Analysis of Each Scenario in 





Number of catchments in each class during a 10 year 30 minute storm
Class Runoff (ft3) Untreated Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Scenario 6
1 < 401.75 208 272 281 289 282 236 260
2 880.69 151 138 141 139 140 143 149
3 1333.46 206 192 197 191 191 200 201
4 1788.67 184 172 168 171 173 180 178
5 2272.86 149 142 140 138 143 146 143
6 2823.48 118 110 109 107 107 114 115
7 3550.60 94 88 86 87 86 93 89
8 4799.66 85 78 78 78 77 83 78
9 7040.93 49 49 46 45 46 49 36
10 14108.22 14 13 12 13 13 14 9
11 > 14108.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Percent Decrease in Total Runoff Compared to Untreated Scenario
Storm Events
Scenario 2yr, 30 min 2yr, 60 min 10yr, 30 min 10yr, 60 min 100yr, 30 min 100 yr, 60 min
1 50.3672198 39.6592283 35.976586 28.296191 26.509063 19.372008
2 51.0213394 40.1742831 36.443814 28.663674 26.853337 19.623592
3 55.6001775 43.7796675 39.714413 31.236055 29.263252 21.384684
4 51.0213394 40.1742833 36.443814 28.663674 26.853337 19.623592
5 20.9318316 16.4817572 14.951308 11.759456 11.016754 8.0507044
6 34.668346 27.2979103 24.763104 19.476599 18.246498 13.333979
5 + 6 55.6001776 43.7796674 39.714413 31.236055 29.263251 21.384684
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Acres Impacted Per scenario
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space	access	as	a	rationale	for	green	infrastructure	development;	the	combined	scenario	of 5 and 6	
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2 Year 30 Minute Storm
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